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Abstract

This bibliography records books about the Java Programming Language and related software.
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hash-tries [SV18]. hashing [GRF11].
HDFS [IRJ+12]. HDL [OUY+13]. health
[EKUR10]. heap [CSV15, LDL14, TLX17, Tar11, VYY10, YS10, BVGVE10].
heap-manipulating [YS10]. Heaps
[NFN+18]. Helping [RT14]. Hera [MS10].
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Heuristics [MGI14, LMK16]. HHVM
[OTT18]. Hidding [RBL12]. hierarchy
[BS13]. High
[GSS+16, Hol12, IRJ+12, MSM+16, RGB18, SWU+15, URJ18, WN10, Zak10, BRWA14, Hos12, Ngo12, RFBJ14, TTD+11, TGZ17, VVJB10, WFF18, WWH+17, TRE+13].
High-coverage [RGB18].
high-dimensional [TGZ17]. high-level
[Hos12, RFBJ14, VVJB10].
High-Performance
[URJ18, WN10, GSS+16, BRWA14, Ngo12, TTD+11, WFF18, WWH+17]. higher
[KT15]. higher-order [KT15]. highly
[BP10, SPP+10]. history [DRN14]. hit
[ANO13]. Hoare [SD16b]. hole [ANO13].
Holistic [MAHK16]. Hop
[WBHN18, D'HI2]. Hopjs [SP16].
Horstmann [Gve13]. hosted
[CBLFD12, SYZZ+14]. hot [LMK16].
HotSpot [Sch13, BOF17]. HotWave
[ABMV12, VBAM10b]. HPC [JQJ+16].
HTM [CHM16]. HTML [Sta10]. HTML5
[HLO15, NKh16, Ano15]. Hunting
[GGC18]. HVM [LTK17]. Hybrid
[CHM16, JQJ+16, JMO14, KCD12, VDV17, ZMY14, ZMM+16, ASME18, ADI13, HyG12, PdMG12, STA18, SWB+15].
Hybris [VDV17]. hygienic [DFHF15].
hypervisor [GMC+13].
i-Jacob [LYM+18]. IaaS [ZLHD15].
Identification
Identifying [IN12, SVB+17]. if
[Han15, STA18]. If-transpiler [STA18].
iluminating [BK14]. Image [WN10].
immutability [HMDE12, ZPL+10]. immutable
[SV15b]. impact [CMS+12, Gra15, HWLM11, MPRI2, WKJ17].
imperative [RFRS14]. implement
[HdM17]. Implementation
[CSF+16, GPT12, HM12, NBB18, OA17, Por18, VGRS16, YP10]. implementations
[CSS+16, OJ12, PS10a]. Implementing
[FFF17, GM12, WCB16, EEK+13, FBH17, PMP+16]. implications [BRGG12].
imlicit [IvdS16, SPAK10]. imply
[BRGG12]. Improve [OTR+18, QSaS+16].
Improved [KRR+14, UIY10, OJ12, XHH12].
Improvement [RC17]. Improving
[ACS+14, HwI+12, TWSC10, WWG+18, eBh11, UTO13]. in-depth [Rau14].
in-place [DVL13]. including [Den18].
Incremental
[LHR19, DS16, EIW15, UIY10]. independent
[IF16, VS11]. industrial
[CRJ+10]. inefficently [XR10].
efficiently-used [XR10]. Inference
[BO13, HYY13, AGGZ10, CGJ+16, HyG12, HMDE12, RKH18, Zha12]. Inferring
[PTR18, AS14, BENS12]. InfiniBand
[ETTD12, IRJ+12]. infinite [ASdMG14].
Inflow [ZMM+16]. influence [MRH+12].
Informa [HA13]. Information
[ASF17, HBS16, KHL+13, RKN+18, SS12, AF12, ABFM12, BVGVEA11b, CMS+12, PMTP12, RRB17, ZYY+19].
Information-flow [HBS16].
Infrastructure [Den18, NG12, WCST19].
Inheritance
[LN15, WT11, AST+16, GBS13, NCS10].
Initial [LTD+12]. initialization
[AMT17, MME14]. Initiation [FGR12].
Injecting [ZZK13]. Injection [SBE+19].
inlining [DJLP10]. Inlining
[BAI12, STA18, HWM13]. input [Pha18].
insecure [YW13]. Insight [VF10].
instanceof [SMS+12]. Instant [MHBO13].
instantiation [AST+16]. instead
[AGH+17, BTR+13]. instrumenting
[CZ14]. Integrated [Tar11, YP10].
integrating [SPP+10], integration
[Ame13, HKV14, Sch10a]. integrity
[HDK+11]. Intel [CDMR19]. intelligence
[JACS10]. Intelligent [Pau14]. Intensive
[LYM+18, NWB+18, SAdB+16]. inner
[CMM17]. inter-language [CMM17].
Interacting [SK13]. Interaction [WT11].
interactive [AMWW15, JH11, MCY+10].
intercession [VM10]. interdependencies
[LBF12]. Interface [Liu14, MvDL12,
SLS+12, AYZ10, MT14, LT11, LT14].
Interfaces [WT11, Cho14, DLM10,
LWH+10, PSNS14, WT10]. interference
[YDFF15]. International
[Hol12, KP15, Fox17a]. Internetware
[LYM+18]. Internetware-Oriented
[LYM+18]. Interoperability
[GSS+18, GSS+16]. Interpretation
[BDT10, DLR16, DLM10, DLR14, NSD17].
Interpretation-Based [DLR16].
interpreter [D’H12, KMMV14].
interpreters [HWW+15, IvdS16, MD15,
SYZZ+14, ZLF14]. Interprocedural
[CPV15, FWDL15, ZMNY14]. Interrupting
[AST12]. intersection [KT15]. intra
[BJBK12], intra-node [BJBK12].
Introducing [CJ19, Dan17, DMS11].
Introduction
[CIAD13, CSZ17, HTLC10, HTW14, Lew13,
RHT13, VK12, Hav11, VF10].
Introductory [BNP11], intrinsically
[MZC10a]. Invasive [ADJG19].
Investigation [SS13, FH16, Tai13]. invited
[Piz17, Sie17]. invocation
[SPA10, SS19, BVGVEAFG11].
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[OCFL14]. Involvement [ZMM+16]. IP
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Isolation [ZLB+13]. Issue
[CJ19, DVL13, HL13, HTW14, Puf13, VK12,
Fox17a, HTLC10, HGC11, RHT13].
iterations [DD13]. iterators [ZLB14].
IVE [CRJ+10]. IVPs [KS15].

J [KMLS15]. J2M [LZYP16]. J2ME
[GPT12]. J2ME-Enabled [GPT12]. Jaccie
[KS14]. Jacob [LYM+18]. Jalapeno
[AFG+11]. JAMES [DDD17]. JaSTA
[HD17]. JaSTA-2 [HD17]. Java
[Bro12, Den18, Fox17a, Gve13, HWM11,
HTW14, MvH15, Nco12, Sch13, VK12, AO11,
KvGS+14, PQTG17, SAdB+16, ABC18,
ASdMG14, AST12, AFGG11, AZY10,
AdScdr+19, AS14, AAB+10, Alt12, Ame13,
ADCCGH16, AT16, And14, Ano12, Ano13,
ABMV12, AGR12, AG17, ABCR10, ADI13,
ABFM12, AK13, BK12, BH17, BM14,
BH12, BDT10, BVGVEA10, BVGVEA10,
BVGVEA11a, BVGVEAFG11, BVGVEA11b,
BVGVEA13, BVGVEA14a, BVGVE14b, BS12,
BDMK15, BO11, BO12, BO13, BCR11,
BDGS13, BCD13, BD17, BRGG12, Blvd17,
Bl18, BR12, BH10, BR15, BBI12, BN11,
BL15, BW12, BA12, BZD17, BSOG12,
BMOG12, BKP16, BA17, BJBK12, CIAD13,
FGB+19, CSZ17, CZ14, CMM17, CW13,
CV14, CS12, CDM10, CCFB15, CC15,
CRJ+10, CGWA17, CSF+16, CS17,
CCH11, CJ17, CJ19, CDG+17, Cle16]. Java
[CDMR19, CKS18, CS16], CCA+12.
CMM+10, CRAJ10, DJLP10, DDF17,
DLM10, DLZ+13, DVL13, DR10, DHT15,
DJB16, DMS11, ECS15, EKE+13, ES14,
EQT10, Esq11, EABVG14, Egu13, EV13,
ETTD12, ETR+15, FLZ+18, FRGPLF+12,
FGR12, Fer13, FFF17, FLL+13, FHSR12,
Fox17b, FMS+11, GMPS12, GvRN+11, GYG+11, GM12, GBS14, GD12, GBC12, GS11, GS12, Gon11, GMC+13, GT10b, GJS+13, GJS+14, Grl17, GPT12, GK15, HL13, HD17, HD17, Has12, HWM+10, HWM13, HWM14, HA13, HM12, HTLC10, HKVG14, HH13, HOKO14, HGCA11, Hor11, Hor12, HC10, HZZK19, HWLM11, HJ12, HJWN12, IN12, IS18, IF16, JC10, JEC+12, JQJ+16, JLL17, Jen12, JB12, YJKS12, JITO12, JH11, J+12, JMB12, JMO14, KHR11, KHM+11, KMLS15, KS13, KW10, KW11, KPP+18, KM10. Java [KSR14, KSPK12, KDGP18, KS14, KF11, KB11, LSBV16, LSBV17, LTD+12, LMK16, LSWM16, LLL13, LT11, LT14, LZYP16, LXP18, LYBB13a, LYBB13b, LYBB14, LZ12, LKP19, Loc13, Loc18, Lon10a, Lon10b, LMS+12, LO15, LPA13, LWC17, LTK17, LS11, Lyy12, MKZ+14, MS13, MME+10, MLGA11, MDS+17, MCC17, MP+15, MZC10b, MKTD17, MM16, MHL10, MAH12, MB12, MCY+10, MSG19, MPR12, MLM17, MLM19, MKK+12, MKK+13, MSS10, MCF19, M+15, MT14, MDHS10, NM10, NCS10, NS12, Nil12a, Nil12b, NG13, NNTK17, NBB18, Oak14, OOK+10, OMK+10, OIA+13, OUY+13, OW16, OJ12, OCFL114, PS11, PLL+18, PdMG12, PTL11, PMTL14, PTH14, PL12, PLCH11, PBMH13, PBB19, PPMH15, PMP+16, PQD12, PVH14, PTF+15, PS10a, PS10b, PDP+16, Pos19, PSW11, Puf13, PKC+13, QLBS17, RD15].

Java [RDCP12, RTE+13, RTET15, RR14, RS12, RHT13, R+13, RBL12, RAS16, RSI12, Rey13, Rez12, RVP11, RLMM15, RRB19, RB15, RVB14, SSL18, SSB+14a, SE12, SRB18, SRT17, STST12, SS12, Sch14, Sch13, Sch10a, SPPH10, SSKR11, SDH+17, Sch10b, SSMGD10, SZ10, Set13, SMEB11, SMS+12, SM12, SDM12, SWMV17, SW12, SVG12, SEPV19, SKBL11, SD16a, SJPS10, SLS+12, SKR17, SS14, SABB19, SP10b, SMP10, SBE+19, SPP+10, SWB+15, SSB01, SSB14b, ST15, SPS17, SSG+14, SS19, STS+13, Sve14, SWF12, TRTD11, TTD+11, TTD12, TRE+13, TLL11, TXW+10, TFPB14, TN19, TWNI12, TNTN12, TGD17, TJLL18, TKL+15, UR15, UFM15, UPR+18, VSG17, VGRS16, VBDP16, VBMDP16, VGS14, VBAM10a, VBAM10b, VBMA11, WGF11, Wam11, WzdSOS17, WCST19, WLL19, WBM+10, WK12, WCB16, WN10, WRI+10, WA19]. Java [HHV+13, WHIN11, WZ+18, WBA+11, WAB+11, WWS13, XHH12, XR13, XMD+17, Xue12, YP10, YKM17, YKA+19, YDF15, ZIvdS17, Zak12, ZP14, ZLCW14, ZHL+12, ZXL16, ZKB+16, ZYY+19, ZWS15, ZPL+10, ZDS14, dCMMN12, dMRH12, eBH11, hED12, vDmdMV12, De113].

JavaScript
[SR17, SFR+14, TAF+18, TT11, VM15, VP16, VB14b, Wal12, WCST19, WX16, YW13, Zak18, Zak10, dJIM18, BM18, KCD12, Mei14, Ano18, Kie13, Teo12, Teo13].
JavaScriptCore [Piz17].
JaVerT [SMN+18].
JAWS [PKO+15].
JInsTrace [CZ14].
JCloudScale [ZLHD15].
JCML [dCMMN12].
JCSI [ABFM12].
JCSP [WBM+10].
JDiffraction [PQTGS17].
JDK [SRB18].
JEqualityGen [GRF11].
JET [JL11].
JGRIM [MZC10a].
Jinn [LWH+10].
JIT [BBB+10, BB17, CMS+12, HW14, HW12, JK13, NED+13, OT18, RSB+14, WK17, ZY+12].
JIT-based [BB17].
JITs [KRCH14].
jMarkov [CRAT+12].
JML [CRJ+10, TJJL18].
JML-annotated [TJJL18].
JNI [CDG+17].
Joo [Ano18].
Johnny [WA19].
join [MZX10a].
Jonge [Ngo12].
Journey [Ryu16].
joy [FH11].
JIT2 [SSB+14a].
JPC [CMM17].
JPF [WK17, WGC+18].
JPR [WK17].
jQuery [AM14, PIR17].
JR [OW16].
JR-like [OW16].
JRE [CZ14].
JS [AHK+15, POR18].
js-emass [Por18].
Js_ofoam [VB14b].
JSART [MM12].
JSCore [Ch18a].
JSetL [RB15].
JSON [BB17].
JSormdb [De10].
JTabWb [FFF17].
JTRES [HTW14].
JTRES2011 [RHT13].
JTRES2013 [Fox17b].
JTRES2014 [Fox17a].
judgment [CSV15].
Juliet [BB12].
July [Bro12, KP15].
Jump [WBH18].
jungle [Sew12].
Just [DLR16, TN19, KHL+13, LMK16, MGI17, TTS+10].
Just-In-Time [TN19, DLR16, KHL+13, LMK16, MGI17, TTS+10].
JVM [AC16, AFG+11, CSS+16, Guy14, MS10, PVH14, R+13, RRB17, SYZZ+14, SV15b, Sub11, WKG17].
JVMs [BK14, ZY+12].
K-Java [BR15].
kernel [HDK+11].
Key [BBB+17, DFR13, JB12].
key-value [DFR13].
keynote [McK16].
Kirk [Del13].
KiWi [BBB+17].
KJS [PSR15].
Knorreschild [Del13].
note [LBF12].
know [DBJ16, Gra15, Han15].
Knowledge [KSPK12, UMP10].
known [Han15].
Kraken [Ano14].

Lake [Hol12].
lambda [MKTD17].
lambdas [UFM15].
landscape [Sve14].
Language [DLPT14, GJS+13, GJS+14, GSS+18, JC10, KSFK12, MAHK16, Sev12b, SS13, WH18, ABCR10, CMM17, SDL16, DAA13, EKR+12, Fee16, GSS+16, HS+12, HWW+15, KRCH14, LWH+10, LE16, MDM17, SC16, SZ10, SKR17, SNS+14, VB14a, WCG14, WWH+17, ZWSS15, dCMM12].
language-level [WGC14].
Language-Neutral [WBH18].
Languages [CSGT17, MSM+16, PTHH14, YKM17, AGGZ10, BCD13, CMS+12, EEE+13, ER14, FMBH15, Han15, HBT12, HJS+10, KRR+14, MSH+10, NED+13, PUL016, SPY+16, ZHA12].
LARD [WGC14].
Large [BA17, AST+16, CCFB15, CJ91, LSVB16, LSV17, MDS+17, MCI+10, PTF+15, WH111].
Large-Scale [BA17, CJ91, MDS+17, MCI+10, PTF+15, WH111].
Larus [DD13].
Latency [MV16, ETR+15, JHH11].
lawn [CH17].
laws [DMS11].
Layer [OTR+18, SKKR11, Den18].
layered [RCR+14].
lazy [TD15].
Leading [MSS10, PGA18].
leak [SS14, XR13, YSCX17].
Leaks [And14, RV17, VB18].
LeakSpot [RV17].
lean [BRGG12, SV15b].
Learn [RT14].
Learning [JFC019, PJJ18, Pau14, RT14].
learnt [GY16]. Legacy [KH18, SVB+17, CDTM10]. Legally [Sam12]. length [SMP10]. Less [BNE16]. Lessons [URJ18]. Level [AC16, MGI14, SWU+15, YXS+19, EKUR10, Hos12, IHWN12, KBL14, LWC17, MG17, RFBJ14, TTD+11, VWJB10, WCG14], leveraging [WCST19]. Lexical [GN16]. Lexicon [TAF+18]. Libraries [BK12, RDCP12, BiIvdS17, Chol4, EKR+12, PMTL14, PLR18, TTD+11]. Library [CH17, CWGA17, NBB18, OCFL14, TAF+18, WN10, dJM18, CMM17, PMP+16, PQTGS17, Pos19, TFPB14, TGZ17].


[BG17, JYKS12, MSM+16, NBW+18, OTR+18, SS14, ST15, WZL+18, AHK+11, AHK+15, AGGZ10, BSMB16, BFS+18, CWW13, DLZ+13, DVL13, FC11, FF10, GYB+11, HBB+14, HB13, KHL+17, KCP+17, KB17, Loc13, MSM+10, MLM17, Nil12b, OMK+10, RW17, SMS+12, SEPV19, SMN+12, SWB+15, SV15a, Tar11, TVD10, VB18, WGW+11, XR13, YSRCX17, ZP14, ZHCB15, ZBB17]. memory-performance [SEP19]. MemSAT [TVD10]. merge
[ABC18]. Mergesort [LL15]. merging [TLX17]. Message
[KF11, ETTD12, TRTD11, TTD12, UR15]. message-passing
[ETTD12, TRTD11, TTD12, UR15]. messages [eBH11]. meta [MD15, SZ10]. meta-circular [SZ10]. meta-compilation [MD15]. metadata [DVL13, WCST19]. MetaFLig [SZ10]. metaheuristics
[RTE+13, AdSCdR+19, HOKO14, HWLM11, MZC10b]. midstream [SSG+14]. Migrating
[WCW16]. Mistakes [BA17]. Mitigating
[BGS+13, KC12]. mixed [CL17]. Mobile
[GM12, GPT12, LYM+18, MV16, XHH12, GCC18, KF11, MZC10b]. Mock [SABB19]. Model
[Bul18, CSF+16, CDG+17, CCA+12, DLR16, FSK12, JJO19, JYKS12, Loc18, MSM+16, MCC17, MV16, BVGVEA11a, FGB+19, CHM13, CWW13, CV14, CS12, CSKB12, DLZ+13, FLZ+18, GY16, HAW13, Loc13, LSSD14, MLT17, MSM+10, PSW11, RR14, RBV16, RAS16, RDF15, SMN+12, SSG+14, SS19, Tai13, VWJB10, ZP14, ZXL16]. Model-Aware [JYKS12]. Model-based
[MCC17, PSW11]. model-driven
[FGB+19, CHM13]. Modeling
[GBC12, JC10, KSPK12, LDL14, Rey13, SM12, CRAT+12, SKR17, TLX17, ZIVD17]. Modelling [CSZ17]. Models
[CC15, PE11, ZLCW14, AGR17, HBB+14, TVD10, ZBB17]. Modern
[LMZP19, FIF+15, Hav11, JK13, KB17, Mor18, Teo13, WGW+11, ZDK+19]. Modernization [KH18, Nil12a]. Modified
[CT10a]. Modular [IdVS16, LN15, RDCP12, AACR18, MRA+17, RO12]. Modularisation [SDM12]. modularity
[Del13, SPAK10]. module [KR12]. Modules [Bla18, PiLC11]. monad
[GSD+15]. MongoDB [Gao17]. monitor
[STA18]. Monitoring [AGR12, MRF18, CMM+10, DLJP10, ES14, KF11]. Monitors
[BLH12, HM12]. Morgan [ANO18]. mori
[CPST15]. movement [NSC10]. MPI
[RAS16, SZ11, VGRS16]. MPI-based
[SZ11]. MPJ [JQJ+16, TTD12]. MrCrypt
[TLMM13]. MS [FH16]. Multi
[GSS+18, JTO12, RTE+13, BGS+13, DSEE13, Fee16, FC11, GSS+16, IHWN12, MS10, Puf13, SE12, SKBL11, SV18, TRTD11, Tar11, WRI+10, YKA+19]. Multi-Core
[RTE+13, MS10, TRTD11]. multi-cores [SKBL11]. multi-engine
[Tar11]. multi-granularity [YKA+19]. Multi-Language
[GSS+18, Fee16, GSS+16].

optional [CMS+12]. Oracle [LMS+12, Sam12]. ORB [OUY+13]. Order [SGD15, JhED11, KT15, TD15]. ordering [KC12]. Orders [BNE16]. ordinary [MZC10a]. O'Reilly [Ano15, Bro12]. Oriented [ABMV12, BH10, GCS11, KB11, LYM+18, RC17, AST+16, DDF17, EABVGV14, MBHO13, PTHH14, RVP11, VM10, VBAM10b, WBA+11, ZDS14, hEYJD12].


document [Ano18]. Papers [DVL13, HL13, LMRK16, Paf13]. Parallel [DS16, Esq11, LLL13, LHR19, MKG+17, NKKH16, NBB18, QSA+S+16, RD15, RS12, AARCR18, BP10, BPP13, BSMB16, CEP+10, MGS19, NG12, NG13, PPMH15, Si10, SZ11, TTD12, Ta13, VY10, BKP16, WN10].


Partial-Order [SGD15, TD15]. Partially [BLH12, BCR11]. Partitioning [AD16, BS12]. party [FOPZ14, LGV10].

passing [ETTD12, TRTD11, TTD12, UR15]. Path [SGD15, AZLY18, DD13, HSS13, SMP10]. path-based [AZLY18]. path-length [SMP10]. Path-Sensitive [SGD15]. pathfinder [KPP12, CS12, MPR12, NNTK17, PdMG12, SM12, vdMvdMV12, Den18, RR14].
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RVK19, Sch10a, SPY+16, Tai13, TABS12, UPR+18, WGF11, ZMG+14.

Programmable [OA17, AYZI10],

Programmers [Esq11, RLMM15, Rau14],

Programming [AFGG11, ABMV12, BCR11, Bro12, BA17, DLPT14, HWMI11, HCCA11, Kôî10, KSPK12, LM15, McKi16, OAC18, PTML11, RS12, RB15, SS13, Sub11, Ait12, AMWW15, BcvcC+13, BMR14, BSMB16, BRWA14, CL17, EG12, EV13, FMBH15, Han15, HA13, Hav11, Lew13, MSM+10, MGS19, MvH15, OW16, PTF+15, RVP11, RFRJ14, SNS+14, SGG+17, TB14, UFM15, VWJB10, VBAM10b, Wan11, WRI+10, WBA+11, ZWSS15].

Programs [AGR12, BH17, BR12, BMOG12, GS11, JB12, LTD+12, PSJ18, STST12, SS12, SDM12, SR17, TN19, XMD+17, ZLCW14, AARC18, ASMG14, AdCGGH16, BA12, BNS12, DLP10, ECS15, ES14, EP14, Fer13, HL13, IN12, KRR19, LKP19, LO15, LPA13, MRMV12, MCV19, NG12, OJ12, PL12, RR14, RAS16, RLBV10, SMS+12, SZ11, SPS10, SHU16, Taf13, WCST19, YS10, YSCX17, dCMN12, hEYJD12].

Progress [WCG+18, SIE17, ZCHB15].

Project [Wan11].

Projects [LMZP19, ZMM+16, ABC18, CJ17].

Projekte [Ric14].

Prolog [CMM17, Tar11].

promises [MLT17], promising [KHL+17].

Proof [LL15].

Proofs [BMOG12].

propagation [Idv16, PTGS17].

Properties [BO11, RVK15, SS12, AZLY18, FWDL15, RVK19, SD16, YS10].

Protecting [MPS12].

Protocol [GM12, FGR12].

protocols [KDP18, PS10a].

prototyping [PWA13].

Provably [AdCGGH16, DLPT10, PS10a].

providing [OW16].

proving [AGH+17, Tafl3].

Proxies [VM10, EUG13, KIT14].

PSE [KS15].

pseudorandom [PPMH15, SLF14].

PT [MGS19].

Published [Ano18, LSBV17].

pure [SS16].

Purely [RS12, NFV15, SV18].

Purely-Declarative [RS12].

purely-functional [NFV15].

Purity [NSDD17, HMDE12].

purpose [AdCdR+19].

Putting [BNP+18].

PYE [TN19].

Python [Ric14].

QoS [YPMM12].

Qualitas [TMVB13].

Qualitas.class [TMVB13].

Quality [BNP11, CCF15, WKJ17].

Quantitative [CPV15, GYB+11, MRA+17, PMTP12].

queries [GK15, MRA+17, SGG+17].

query [FWDL15].

queries question [KM10].

Quicksort [AD16].

R [CH17, KMMV14, NL14, SLS+12, Vit14].

Race [BH10, EP14, RD15, AMT17, EQT10, HHH+14, RGB18, WFF18].

race-aware [EQT10].

races [FF10, WCG14, XXZ13].

Racket [YK14].

Racy [SRJ15].

Rady [Teo12].

Rails [Teo12].

Range [BS12].

Ranged [FSL12].

rapid [PWA13].

rationing [ASME18].

raw [HH13].

rays [SBF+10].

RCDC [DNB+12].

RDMA [ETR+15, IRJ+12].

RDMA-based [IRJ+12].

RDMA-enabled [ETR+15].

re [NC10].

re-location [NC10].

Reachability [NS13].

React [HOSC16].

reaction [SRB18].

reactive [BCvC+13, MvH15].

read [NM10].

read-only [NM10].

Reading [Jaf13].

ready [RHS15].

Real [BVEAG10, BBB+17, Fox17b, HTW14, KW11, Nil12a, Pau14, SLE15, SLE+17, VK12, BCR13, BVGVE10, BVGVE11a, BVGVE11b, BVGVE14a, BVGVE14b, CRJ10, DW10, EABV14, Fox17a, GMP+13, HTLC10, KHM+11, KPH11, KyG+14, KW10, KPP+18, KSR14, LTK17, MDS+17, PS10b, PZM+10, PSL11, Puf13, RHT13, SP10a, SIE10, SPS17].

Real-Time [BVEAG10, BBB+17, Fox17b, HTW14, KW11, Pau14, SLE15, SLE+17, VK12, Nil12a, BCR13, BVGVE10,
BVGVEA11a, BVGVEA11b, BVGVEA13, BVGV14a, BVGV14b, CRAJ10, DW10, EABGV14, Fox17a, GMC BVGV14a, BVGV14b, CRAJ10, DW10, KHM+11, KPHV11, KvGS+14, KW10, KSR14, LTK17, PS10h, PZM+10, PSW11, Puf13, RHT13, SP10a, Sie10, SPS17.


representation [AZLY18]. reproducibility [Vit14]. reproduction [SR14b].

Requirements [MS19, AGGZ10]. ResAna [KvGS+14]. Research [SR17, TRE+13, CRJ+10, CBLFD12, EKUR10, Rub14, VBMDP16, Vit14].


RMI [SS19]. Road [RXX+17, SWU+15].


Robots [SWF12]. Robust [VM15, VD17, MKZ+14, SGV12, VM10].

Rod [Teo12]. ROM [MLM19]. row [Lei17].


Runtime [BLH12, CMM+10, GSS+18, MAHK16, MSS10, NWB+15, OCFLI14, XMA+14, BRGG12, EQT10, GTL+10, GSS+16, LMK16, MS10, OOK+10, PCk+13, RO12, STY+14, TWS10, VBAM10a, WLL19, YRHBL13, dCMMN12].

runtimes
[BM14, CSV15, RCR+14, WWH+17].

S [Gve13]. Safe [Eug13, GvRN+11, JTO12, Loc18, MPS12, RSF+15, SWB+15, WAB+11, HJS+10, HA13, KHR11, KMLS15, KCP+17, Loc13, RDP16, WWS13]. Safety [MCW19, RS12, SDH+17, WCB16, ZLCW14, AG17, EK10, GMC+13, Nil12b, PG12, SD16b, Taf13, YS10, WW13, HL13, LWC17, WK12]. Safety-Critical [MCW19, WCB16, ZLCW14, RS12, SDH+17, AG17, WW13, LWC17].

Salespoint [ZDS14]. Salt [Hol12]. SAM [BO13]. San [KP15]. Sane [MPS12].


Scheduler [QSa+16, IF16, TWL12]. scheduler-independent [IF16].


Scripting [CSGT17, KKK+17, HBT12, KRR+14, PMTL14, Zha12]. SE [LYBB14]. Seamless [OwKPM15]. Search [NBB18, SED14, WCG+18, XXCL19, DDDF17].

searching [ETR12]. Second [HD17], secrets [Alt12]. section [DTLM14].

sections [NM10]. Secure [GMPS12, GM12, ABFM12, LMS+12, TLM13, WA19].

securely [SFR+14]. securing [CDMR19]. Security [CDG+17, Gon11, HBS16, JWMC15, MCC17, PS10a, STA18].

Seemingly [Has12]. selection [WHIN11].

Self [MPS12, SEPV19, YXS+19, hED12, AHK+11, AGH+17, CBLFD12, HWW+15, MD15]. Self-adaptive [SEPV19].


self-hosted [CBLFD12]. self-optimizing [HWW+15, MD15]. Self-stabilizing [hED12].

Semantic [GGRSY17, RVB14, BNS12, GGRSY14, GGRSY15, MKK+12, MKK+13, OA12].

Semantics [BO12, BR15, Kri12, LKP19, LML17, SPY+16, AK13, FBH17, FZ17, KHL+17, Mil13, MT14, PS15, PPS16, ZHC15].

Semantics-based [SPY+16].

semantics-driven [LKP19].

semantics-preserving [AK12]. Semi [FM13, SEK+19, ABC18, MRMV12].

semi-automated [MRMV12].

Semi-automatic [FM13].

Semi-Autonomic [SEK+19].

semi-structured [ABC18]. Sensitive [SGD15, HWM13, KRR19, LMK16, STA18].

sensitivity [HB13, PLR18]. Sensor [AFGG11]. separability [WR1+10].

Separating [DDM11, AC10]. Separation [ZLNP18, Pha18, TWSC10]. Sequence [NBB18, ZW+14]. Sequent [YWW+18].

Sequential. [FFF17]. sequential [BENS12, DMS11]. serialization [MHBO13].

Seriously [Kic10]. Server [HC11, KRH16, D'HI2, Dei11, HWLM11, R+13].

Server-Side [HC11, KRH16, D'HI2].
Service [BVEAGVA10, SDM12, CSKB12, EABVGV14, GD10, HWLM11, KF11].

service-oriented [EABVGV14]. services [MZC10b], session [KDPG18, FGR12]. Set [SBK13, Lon10a, Lon10b]. Set-based [SBK13, Lon10a, Lon10b]. setters [SBK13, Lon10a, Lon10b].

set [SBK13, Lon10a, Lon10b], setting [BDGS13].

Settings [GM12]. Seven [ST15]. SGX [CDMR19]. Shadow [NNTK17].

ShadowVM [MKZ+14]. shalt [LCW18]. shape [GMT14]. Shared [BG17, BSMB16].

Shared-Memory [BG17, BSMB16]. sharing [PKO+15]. Sherlock [ADJG19].

Short [AHK+11, Cha18, SV15a, Zak12]. Short-term [AHK+11]. shortcut [MLM19, CSGT17]. Side [Bu18, HC11, OBPM17, D’H12, KRH16].


Simple [BO11, BO12, KCP+17, BVGV14b, M+10]. Simplicity [Dei11]. Simplifying [Mor18, Ano18]. Simulating [LM15].

Simulation [HWLM11, FLZ+18, KKW11, Rim12, ZXL16]. Simulation-based [HWLM11]. simulations [MCY+10].


Slimming [WGF11]. SLOC [LSBV16, LSVB17]. Smaller [GS12].

smalltalk [FIF+15, HKVGV14]. smart [BL15, GMPS12]. Smartcard [RBL12].

SMArtOp [TGZ17]. Smartphones [RT14].

SMARTS [RXK+17]. snapshots [AST12].

Snippets [SWU+15]. SNP [YCYC12]. SoC [TKL+15]. social [GCC18].

Socket [WA19]. Soft [WZK+19, JACS10]. Software [BSA14, CC15, KH18, LMPZ19, PBM+19, RC17, Wan11, YQTR15, YMHMB19, BMSZ17, BTR+13, CBGM12, CFH+13, CJ17, CJ19, CDMR19, DVL13, EKUR10, FRGPLF+12, FC11, GT10a, HBG+16, JhED11, JK11, LPA13, MHR+12, NGB16, OIA+13, PLL+18, PBB19, RAS16, SV17, XR13, YRHB13, ZZK13, ZHCB15, ZDS14, CKS18]. Solidity [Dan17]. Solution [KS15, EKUR10, J+12].

Solving [SED14, FMBH15, UPR+18].


sparse [TGZ17]. sparse-matrix [TGZ17].

spatial [MLGA11]. Speaking [Rau14, Sam12]. Special [DVL13, Fox17a, HL13, HGC11, Pu13, HTLC10, RHT13, HTW14, VK12].

specialization [KRH+14, SV15a]. specific [CSdL16, EKK+15, HWW+15, Kie13].

Specification [GJS+13, GJS+14, IF16, KW11, LN15, LYBB13a, LYBB13b, LYBB14, MCW19, TWHN12, BVGV11a, BCF+14, KR12, KW10, MRA+17, YP10, dCMMN12].

specifications [BSAL18, BENS12, PS10a, TVD10, UPR+18].


SqueakJS [FIF+15]. SSNTDs [VSG17].

Stability [BSA14, LL15]. stabilizing [hED12]. Stack [WBHN18, KRCH14, Xue12]. stack-based
[KRCH14]. stage [WRI+10]. staged [SC16]. staging [RO12]. Stakeholders [YMHB19]. Standard [WKG17, LMS+12].

Standardization [TWNH12]. StarL [LM15]. State [AGR12, BLH12, MvDL12, MS14, GN16, YP10]. state- [YP10]. statecharts [MS13]. Statement [XMD+17, PLR14, ZWS15]. statements [PLR14].

Static [BGK17, BNE16, JC10, LMZP19, MTL15, ODL15, PiLCH11, PLR18, RD15, SW12, SBE+19, SH12, AM14, CGJ+16, Fer13, FLL+13, IF16, KSW+14, LS11, MHR+12, PIR17, TLMM13].


STM [CHM16, Sub11]. STM/HTM [CHM16]. StMungo [KDPG18].

stochastic [CRAT+12]. stock [PVH14]. Stop [LWB+15]. stops [BNP+18].

Storage [Hol12, VDV17]. Store [BS12, Sta10]. stores [DFR13]. Story [Ano14]. strategic [BMR14]. strategy [FPDM+16].

Stream [CWGA17, KBPS17, MV16, BRWA14, SSG+14, ZDK+19].

streaming [MRA+17, STCG13]. StreamJIT [BRWA14]. StreamQRE

[MRA+17]. streams [GG+17, UFM15].

Strength [KCD12]. String [HOKO14, CSK17]. Strings

[HWM11, HWM10, LSSD14]. strong [UMP10, ZHCB15, ZBB17]. Structure

[ZLNP18, LO15, PLL+18, UMP10].

structured [ABC18, LSWM16]. Structures

[GT10b, CDTM10, XMA+10]. studies [EKUR10]. Studio [RT14, FH16].

Studio-Based [RT14]. Study

[BF18, KB11, LMZP19, OBP17, RVT18, RLMMM15, WZK+19, ZMM+16, BRGG12, CCFB15, CJ17, ECS15, JK11, KFBK+15, MHG+12, NSC10, OMK+10, PTF+15, SSL18, SH12, TFPB14, VBDPM16, WX16, YW13].


Summarization [MM16, RLMM15].

Superblock [KS13]. Supercharged

[Cec12, GBS13]. Superposition [HD17]. supertype [RRB17]. supervenience [Rez12]. Support [CSGT17, KKK+17, RKN+18, BVGV13, Cha18, DVL13, GMC+13, Hos12, NGB16, SMN+12].

supported [FMM+11]. Supporting [LVG10, EKUR10]. Surgical [RSB+14].

surprises [FMBH15]. Survey [AGM+17, OAC18, RVT18, BCvC+13, GD10].

SurveyMan [TB14]. surveys [TB14]. suspension [TWL12]. SV [CKS18].

SV-COMP [CKS18]. sweeping [KBL14]. Sweeten [DFHF15].


Symbolic [Bul18, NNTK17, PNP12, SWMV17, MMP+12, Rim12].

synchrobench [Gra15]. Synchronisation [CHMY19, CHMY15, WBM+10].

synchronization [DHH+12, Gra15, Sub11].

Synchronized [BG17].

Synchronized-by-Default [BG17].

Synchronous

[BVEAGVA10, SK12, MvH15]. syntactic

[LE16, MKK+12, MKK+13, QLSB17].

Syntax [SS13, KMMV14, SSK13].

synthesis [SR14a, STR16, SS16].

synthesizable [ABCR10]. synthesizer

[OUY+13]. Synthesizing

[GK15, SRJ15, LWH+10]. Synthetic

[PSJ18]. System [BO13, KCD12, MAHK16, ACS+14, AYZ10, AGR17, BDB11, ELW15, HA13, HDK+11, HWLM11, KR12, MS10, STY+14, TLL11, Nil12a]. systematic

[TD15]. Systems

[BG17, BSA14, BNE16, CCH11, DLPT14, Fox17b, HTW14, JMB12, LM15, LMZP19, MRF18, NFN+18, NWB+18, RTE+13, SLES15, SLE+17, AT16, CJ19, DW10, FH16, Fox17a, HDM17, HW1+12, HTLC10,
LPGK14, LTK17, MHR\textsuperscript{+12}, MAH12, 
MvH15, OLA\textsuperscript{+13}, PLI\textsuperscript{+18}, PdMG12, PBB19, 
PDPM\textsuperscript{+16}, RHT13, SDH\textsuperscript{+17}, SSMGD10, 
SABB19, SH12, TTD12, TXW\textsuperscript{+10}, THC\textsuperscript{+14}, 
UIY10, Vit14, YRHBL13, VK12.

Tableau [FFF17]. Tagged [RKN\textsuperscript{+18}].
Tailoring [LZ12]. Take [Kie10]. Taking 
[SWU\textsuperscript{+15}]. Tales [Sew12]. talk 
Piz17, Sie17. Taming [TLL11, SC16].
Tardis [BM14]. target [Cle16]. Task 
[RRB19, Fee16, TWL12, ZLB\textsuperscript{+13}].
TaskLocalRandom [PPMH15]. Tasks 
PWSG17, PWSG19, ST15, HAW13, 
PPMH15, SPP\textsuperscript{+10}. Taurus [MAHK16].
Taxonomy [SS14]. Teaching 
[HA13, SWF12, CHM13, ZDS14]. teasing 
[LB12]. Technical [YXS\textsuperscript{+19}]. technique 
[SSK13]. Techniques 
LMZP19, RD15, EV13, KS13.
Technologies [Fox17b, HTW14, VK12, 
Fox17a, HTLC10, KFBR\textsuperscript{+15}, NL14, RHT13]. technology 
[NED\textsuperscript{+13}]. TeJaS [LPKG14].
Template [MME14, HJS\textsuperscript{+10}]. templates 
[FOPZ14, AK13]. term [AHK\textsuperscript{+11}].
Terminating [FFF17]. Termination 
[BMOG12, RDCP12, BSOG12, SPM10].
Test [AGM\textsuperscript{+17}, BB12, BM18, GGZ\textsuperscript{+15}, 
LMZP19, MSS19, Pha18, Rim12, ST15, 
MT13, PSNS14, SR14a, SKR17].
Test-driven [BM18]. tested [Mil13].
Testing [Ame13, BR12, Hin13, MM12, 
MMP15, MPP\textsuperscript{+12}, CSS\textsuperscript{+16}, CNS13, 
KPP\textsuperscript{+18}, Ler10, SABB19, Teo12, TD15].
tests [A011, NYCS12, SR15]. Textbooks 
[BNP11]. their [RPDP16]. theorem [SSH17].
There [Esq11]. thin [PS16]. thin-air 
[PPS16]. things [McK16]. Think [WR10].
Third [Ano15, FOPZ14, LVG10].
third-party [FOPZ14, LVG10]. THOR 
[TWX\textsuperscript{+10}]. Thoth [KB17]. Thou [LCW18].
Thread [MG14, BK\textsuperscript{+13}, CRAW10, MG17, 
PCL14, PG12, SS10, WLL19, YDFF15].

Thread-Level [MG14, MG17]. threaded 
[DSEE13, JTO12, SE12, Te13]. threads 
[UR15, WLL19]. threat [BGS\textsuperscript{+13}]. threats 
[BGS\textsuperscript{+13}]. Three [ZM\textsuperscript{+16}, Vit14]. Tier 
[WZK\textsuperscript{+19}]. TigerQuoll [BBP13]. Tim 
[Teo13]. Time [BVEAGA10, BBB\textsuperscript{+17}, 
BL12, DLR16, Fox17b, HTW14, JMB12, 
Kle10, KW11, PKPM19, Pau14, SLES15, 
SLE\textsuperscript{+17}, TN19, VK12, BCR13, BM14, 
BVGVEA10, BVGVEA11a, BVGVEA11b, 
BVGVEA13, BVG14a, BVG14b, 
CRAW10, DW10, EABVG14, Fox17a, 
GMC\textsuperscript{+13}, HTLC10, KHM\textsuperscript{+11}, KPHV11, 
KHL\textsuperscript{+13}, KfGS\textsuperscript{+14}, KW10, KSR14, LMK16, 
LTK17, MGI17, Nil12a, PS10b, PZM\textsuperscript{+10}, 
PSW11, Puf13, RHT13, SP10a, SPFH10, 
Sie10, SPS17, SH12, TTS\textsuperscript{+10}, WAB\textsuperscript{+11}].
time-travel [BM14]. time-triggered 
[EABVG14]. timed [LK19]. Times 
[BKP16, DW10]. timing [AGH\textsuperscript{+17}, LS11].
TIMP [SL5\textsuperscript{+12}]. tiny [Xue12]. To-many 
[SV18]. to-one [SV18]. Tolerance [RK19].
tolerant [PZM\textsuperscript{+10}]. Tool [FMM\textsuperscript{+11}, 
NBB18, PFD12, SW12, SSK13, ABM12, 
CRAT\textsuperscript{+12}, ETR12, KSR14, LS11, TXW\textsuperscript{+10}].
Tool-supported [FMM\textsuperscript{+11}]. toolchain 
[KDPG18, SNM\textsuperscript{+18}]. Tools 
[BP10, DLR14, DLR16, MAK19, MRF18, 
MD15]. track [VBAM10b].
Tracks [WKG17, BA12, RGM13]. Tracking 
[BP10, DLR16, MAK19, MRF18, MD15]. track [VSG17]. TrackEtching 
[VSG17]. Tracking [OAC18, RLM15, 
SNC\textsuperscript{+12}, WLL19, KHL\textsuperscript{+13}, OOK\textsuperscript{+10}].
Tracks [RGM13]. tradeoff [UTO13].

SHU16, SS19, VGS14, WLL19, WBM+10, WRI+10, XR13, ZLN18, vdMvdMV12.

UT [Hol12]. utility [CSV15, XMA+10]. utilization [BCR13].
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